
i-prefillerPro

With i-prefillerPro we have extended the Cumulus prefiller one step forward. Thanks to „compulsory fields“ the tool    

avoids blank fields in the picture archive. Such the quality of the metadata is massively improved.

  Because the interfaces to other software make Cumulus the most liked Digital Asset Management (DAM) system, 

we continue developing them tailored to the needs of our customers – since Cumulus grows with the requirements of its 

users.

With Cumulus, pictures and their access rights can be archived, searched and ma-

naged efficiently and user friendly. Though it happens again and again that during 

the archiving and cataloging process certain informations are omitted, respectively 

certain fields which should be filled in while recording the pictures remain blank 

due to the hecticness of everyday life. For the editors this means an enormous ad-

ditional workload because the metadata are not consistently filled in. 

What are the features of i-prefillerPro?

This gap is now closed by i-prefillerPro. As soon as a user wants to archive as-

sets into Cumulus the i-prefillerPro dialog window opens. Now he must fill in all 

requested fields; this process can neither be skipped nor canceled. This takes 

care for a uniform workflow and eases the work of the editors since they only have 

to check archived assets or exe-cute state changes (e.g. release for publication) 

respectively.

How is i-prefillerPro used?

The tool simplifies above all the work of the editors since they can exclusively con-

cen-trate on the content of the metadata and no longer have to check whether im-

portant metadata are present at all. This massively improves the metadata validity. 
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Being a well established integrator of digital asset management (DAM) solutions, multimedia and web services, interaktion gmbh

implements tailored customer specific solutions. Our services span the full range of consult-ing during the planning phase, implemen-

ting of DAM solutions, creating customer specific interfaces and up to user training.

For more information visit www.interaktion.ch, or call +41 (0)44 269 80 40
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